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Introduction

Let A and B be commutative rings with an identity. In this paper we
investigate the following question raised by M J . O'Malley [4]. Can there be
an isomorphism of A onto B whenever the formal power series rings ^[[.X^, •••,
XH]] and B[[Y19 •••, Yn]] are isomorphic? We shall say that A is w-power
invariant if whenever C is a ring and A[[XX, •••, -X"*]]^C[[yx, •••, F J ] , then we
have A^C. A ring A will be said to be strongly w-power invariant if whenever
C is a ring and φ is an isomorphism of -4[[-XΊ, ~-,Xn]] onto C[[YU

 # >yj],
then there exists a C-automorphism ψ of C[[y n •••, Yn]] such that φ(X£)=
ψ(Yi) for l^i^n. The present paper consists of three parts. In the first
part we shall give a characterization of ^4-automorρhisms of -4[[-XΓi, •••,-X*]].
The second part will deal with higher derivations on a complete local ring and
we shall determine a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a com-
plete local ring A is isomorphic to a formal power series ring iίo[[JC]]. M J .
O'Malley has proved that semisimple rings (the Jacobson radical=(0)) are
strongly 1-power invariant [4]. In the last part we shall show that semisimple
rings are strongly w-power invariant for any positive integer n. In particular
an affine domain over a field is strongly w-power invariant for any n. Next we
shall prove that if A and B are local rings which may not be noetherian (see
[2], p. 13) and A[[X19 •••, Xn]]^B[[Yly ••, Yn]] under φ, then there is either a
JS-automorphism ψ of B[[YU •••, Yn]] satisfying φ(Xi)=Λjr(Yi) for l<Li<^n or
^4(resp. B) is isomorphic to a formal power series ring ^40[[X|] (resp. -B0[[y]])
From this we shall easily conclude that a local ring A which may not be noe-
therian is either strongly w-power invariant for any n, or A is isomorphic
to a formal power series ring ^40[[X]]. Furthermore we shall show that any
noetherian local ring is w-power invariant for any n.

Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative and contain
an identity.

1. A-automorphisms of Aff-X̂ , , Xn]]

We denote the Jacobson radical of a ring A by ^(^4). In this section let
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CO

us suppose that a ring A satisfies the condition Π ̂ (A)m=(0). As is well-known

we have f\^(A)m=(0) when A is noetherian.

Proposition 1. Let B be a ring and let φ be an isomorphism of A[[Xlf •••,
Xn]] onto B[[Yly .", y j ] . Let <P(Xi)=bi+bilY1+-+binY1t+- for ί^i^n,

where bi} ί , 7 E δ . We set ί8=(bu •••, bn), the ideal of B generated by b19 •••, bn.

Then we have

(1) n$(B)m=(0)

(2) B is complete in the %$-adic topology,

(3) for any power series Σ α . v . ̂  X r e ^ P ^ -> XJ1>
φ(Xiy

i' φ(Xn)
in is a well defined power series in B[[YU •••, Yn]] and we have

Proof. (1) Since %{A[[XU -, Xn]])=^(A)[[Xu -, Xn]]+(X» - , *«)

Γ)p(A)m=(0), we get Γ\_piA\lXlt -,Xn]])m=(0). On the other hand

-> -X-]]))=3f(fi[[F1, - , yj]) and hence ^ ( ^ [ [ y , - , yj])w-(0). Then it

is easy to see that Γ\^(B)m=(0). In order to show 33c^(β), we have only

to prove that A, e3f(JB) for l^i^n. For each i e ΰ , l+^-^ό)^- is a unit of
^[[Z,, ...,*„]] and hence ^l+^-XAW^α+WO+i^yx+ + ^ y . +
is a unit of #[[1^, •••, Yn]]. Therefore l + i δ , is a unit of B for each b(=B and
so bi^3(B) as asseretd. If 5 is 33-adic complete, -BfC î, •••, Yn]] is complete
in the (®[[Y19 —, y j ί + ί y ^ •••, YM))-adic topology. Then the assertion (3)
is obvious. Thus it is sufficient to prove (2). (2) We set S5Λ=(ft{, •••, i£),
the ideal of B generated by όχ, •••,#£. The sequence of ideals {33/J defines
a topology on B which is equivalent to the 33-adic topology on B. Let {ck}
be a Cauchy sequence of B in the 35-adic topology. Then {ck} is a Cauchy
sequence with respect to the topology defined by {95Λ}. It is therefore immediate
to see that there exists a subsequence {dk} of {ck} such that ^=Σ<=o( r*i^ί+
•• +r, Λό£) for each k, where rh^B. Let yiv=93~1(rt7)e^4[[X1, •••, XJ] and we

set /=ΣΓ-o(/*i^/H h/t«Z«) which is a well defined power series in ^[[Xj,
-' ,Xn]]. If J3* is the 35-adic completion of B, then we have the canonical
injection r. B[[Y1,-,YJ[\-»B*[[Y1,-,YΛ]]. We shall identify B[[Y19» ,
y j ] with the subring ^Bft^, - , yj]) of β * [ [ y i f - , y j ] and for h(ΞB
[[Y19'"9 y j ] we shall denote *(λ) by h. The sequence {ΣM^i?>(^iy+
+r, Λ95(XM)ί)}jfe is obviously a Cauchy sequence of B[[Yly •••, YΛ]] under the
(®[[Yly .-, y j ] + ( y , , .-, y*))-adic toplogy. Hence ΣΓ-o(r ί l9<-ϊ1)'+ + ^
φ(XnY) is a well defined power series in ^ [ [ F ^ •••, F J ] , On the other hand
we have
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in B[[Ylf •••, Yn]]. Hence we get

ψ{f) = Έr-oiri

in B*[[Yiy , y j ] , where ^ e B ^ Y ^ •••, YJ] and g has no constant term.
Hence we see that {dk}-*c, the constant term of φ(f). Since φ(f)^B[[Ylf •••,
YΛ]] we have c^B. Thus {^}->^ and it follows that B is complete in its 33-
adic topology.

Theorem 2. Let Yi=ai+ailXί+."+ainXn+...€ΞA[[Xι, -,Xn]]for 1 ^
t^n. We set $l=(aiy •• ,βn), the ideal of A generated by alf - ,an. Then
there exists an A-automorphism φ of A\\Xλ, •••, Xn]] such that φ{Xi)=Yi for
lί^i^n if and only if the following conditions hold:

(1) 2lc3ί(^[) and A is complete in the %-adic topology,
(2) the matrix

a 2 1 a 2 2 ••• a 2 n

ani an2 ••• ann

is invertible.

Proof. We assume that there exists an ^4-automorphism φ of
Xn]] satisfying φ(Xi)=Yi for ί ^i^n. Then it follows from Proposition 1
that 8lc3f(i4) and A is complete in the Sl-adic topology. Let φ"1(Xg)=bi+
bixXA \-binXM+— for l^i^n. Then we get

Xt = φ-

by Proposition 1 applied to an isomorphism φ'1. Comparing the coefficients
of X's we have

where δ, y denotes the Kronecker's symbol, because the coefficients of X's in
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φ-\X1)
il -φ-1(Xn)

iM(i1+ -+ϊn^2) belong to the ideal (bl9 - , bn)c$(A).

Then det(α,7)det(6 ίy)=l (mod. 3f(-4)) and hence .det(βίy) is a unit of 4̂ as as-

serted. Conversely we assume that the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied.

Since A is complete in the Sl-adic topology, ^[[Xp •••, Xn]] is complete in its

(%[[Xiy. .yXn]]+(Xly yXn))-adic topology and hence ^...toYf-Y? is

a well defined power series in A[[Xiy —, Xn]]. If we set 9>(ΣΛίl...ί^X'ί1 -ϊί f l)
z=*Σaii...inY}1"Ύnn> then we see that φ is an yl-endomorphism of -4[[-Yj, •••,

Xn]] satisfying <p(Xi)=Yi for lrgzrSn. In fact we shall show that φ is an

automorphism. Let us consider an ^4-endomorphism T of ̂ 4[[Xj, •••, Xn]]

defined by τ(Xi)=Xi—ag for l<^i<^n.., It is immediate to see that r is an au-

tomorphism and hence we have only to show that φr is an automorphism in

order to complete our proof. Since φτ{Xi)=ailX1-\ \-ainXn-\ for

l<^i<^ny it is sufficient to prove assertion under the additional assumption:

άi=0 for l<^i<^n. The matrix (agJ) being invertible, we can resolve Xg=

bglYx-\ \-binYM+fi(X19 ~,Xn) for l^ί^n conversely, where the non-zero

terms of fg(X19 ~,XM) are of degree^2 in X19 -- yXn. Now we have fi(Xi,

Xu^^έHYjYk+giiXv - , Xn). Here the non-zero terms of gi(X19 - , Xn)

are of degree ^ 3 in X19 •••, XM. We repeat this procedure and eventually we

can write Xi=^bil...inYl1"-Ynn. Since <zt = 0 for ί^i^n, we must have

bQ...0=0. Then it is easy to see that φ is a surjection. Next we shall prove that

φ is an injection. To the contrary, let us suppose that there is a non-zero power

series f(X19 ..., Xn)eA[[Xl9 . - , X J ] satisfying <p(f(Xly ...,Xn))=f(Yl9 . - , YM)

= 0 . Let & be the degree of first non-zero terms in f(X17 * ,XM). Since ag

= 0 for l^i^n, we have /(0, —, 0)=0 and hence Λ>0. As is /(y i f •••, YΛ)

=0, we get Σ ^..<^i+ 4βiJ/ <^i+' 4 ^ / = 0 , with
il + ' +in = k

some flj-L.^ΦO. Now the matrix (αt7) is invertible by our assumption and

therefore we have A[Xly •••, X^A^X^ VaιnXny —9anlXx-\ \-annXn].

This implies that alxXx-\ \-ainXn9 •••, anxXλ-\ YannXn are algebraically

independent over A by the proof of (1.1) in [1]. Thus we obtain a contradic-

tion and our proof is complete.

2. A condition that a complete local ring is isomorphic to a formal

power series ring

Let A be a ring. A higher derivation on A is an infinite sequence of en-

domorphisms D= {δ0, Sί9 δ2, •••} of the underlying additive group of A satisfying

the conditions: (1) δ o =the identity mapping of A and (2) Sn(ab)= Σ δ, (α)
i + j = n

8j(b) for any ayb^A and n.

Lemma 1. Let A be a ring and let D={Soy 8ιy δ2, •••} be an infinite se-
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quence of mappings of A into itself Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) D is a higher derivation on A.
(2) The mapping φ: a->80(a)+81(a)t+82(a)t2^— is a ring homomorphism

of A into A[[t]] such that πφ(a)=a for every a^A where π is the homormophism:

Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) is nothing but a reformula-
tion of the definition.

Lemma 2. Let A be a ring and let Si be an ideal of A such that Π Stm

=(0). Suppose that A is complete in the %-adic topology and let Z)={δ0, δ l f δ2,
•••} be a higher derivation on A. We assume that there exists an element we 31
such that S1(w)=l and δ, (w)=0 for i^2. Then A contains a subring Ao having
the following properties: (1) u is analytically independent over AQ and (2) A is the
power series ring -40[M]

Proof. The mapping σ: A-+A, given by σ ( β ) = Σ " . o ( - l W ί s a

ring homomorphism. We put Im (σ)=AQ. Ao is a subring of A. From
the definition of σ it follows that a=σ(a)+S1(a)u—82(a)u2-\— for a^A.
Similarly we see 81(a)=σ(81(a))+82

1(a)u—8281(a)t^+'" and therefore we can
write a=σ(a)+σ(81(a))u+(82

1(a)-82(a))u2+(-8281(a)+^^^ Proceed-
ing in this way we have α=2Γ-ofliWί with a^A^ Next we shall prove that
u is analytically independent over Ao. Since 8^)=! and δ, (w)=0 for *Ξ>2,
we get weKer(σ). For a^A0 there exists b^A such that a=σ(b)=b—81(b)u
+82(b)u2 . Thus it follows that a=b—uc for some c e A If αeKer
(σ)f)AQ, we obtain b=a-{-ucG:Ker(<r) and hence α=σ(i)=0. Let us suppose
that ΣΓ-(Λ« ί =0 w i t l 1 <ti&Ao. Since ao=—(Σΐm,1aiu

i'1)u and MGKer(σ),
we have ao^Ker(σ)ΠAQ=(0). By induction it will be shown that all β, = 0 .
If we assume #t = 0 for O^ί^Λ, we get 0=an+1u

n+1-\-an+2u
n+2-}- ' . Then we

have 0=δΛ+1(ΛΛ+1w
Λ+1+αΛ+2w

Λ+2H—)=an+1+ub for some ft^^4 and therefore
(0) a s desired. Hence A is the power series ring iίo[M]

An ideal SI of a ring A is said to be differential if we have δ^StJcSI for
every higher derivation {δ0, 819 δ2, •••} on A.

Theorem 3. A complete local ring A is isomorphic to a formal power series
ring AQ\[X]\ if and only if the maximal ideal sJQt of A is not differential.

Proof. We assume that A is isomorphic to a formal power series ring
i40[[-Y]]. Then Ao is a complete local ring. Let 9Jl0 be the maximal ideal of
A . It is well-known that the maximal ideal of A0[[X]] is SBlo[[X]]+(X). We
consider a mapping 8n of ^40[[X|] into itself defined by δll(Σ7-<Λ-X'0=:=ΣjΓ-o

11 where («)=0 for i<n. It is easy to see that {δ0, 8iy δ2, •••} is a
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higher derivation on A0[[X\], Since 81(X)=1J the ideal SSΛ0[[X]]+(X) is not
differential and hence 2)1 is so. Conversely we assume that the maximal ideal
9ΪΪ of A is not differential. Then exists a higher derivation {δ0, 8iy δ2, •••} on
A such that δ^w) is a unit of A for some weϋlJi. By Lemma 1 the mapping
φ: tf—>2r=o5,(tf)£' is a ring homomorphism of A into the power series ring
A[[t]]. We shall set s=S1(u)t+S2(u)t2+"'. Since S^u) is a unit of A> we
can resolve t=uιs-\-u2s

2-\—(u^A) conversely, where u1=S1(u)~1 is a unit of
A. Obviously s is analytically independent over A and we have ^4[[*]]=^
For a^A we shall define dn(a)^A by the following identity:

= a+d1(a)s+d2(a)s2+-+dn(a)sn+- .

Then the mapping ψ: a->a-\-d1(a)s-\-d2(a)s2-\ is a ring homomorphism of
A into -4[[$]]. It follows from Lemma 1 that {d0—1, dly d2J •••} is a higher
derivation on A. Since w-f δ^Mjί+δ^wJ^H—=u-{-s, we have ^ ( w ^ l and
di(u)=0 for / ^ 2 . Hence by Lemma 2 we see that A is isomorphic to a formal
power series ring ̂

3. Power invariant rings and strongly power invariant rings

Let A be a ring. We say that A is w-power invariant if whenever B is
a ring and i p , , — ,Xn]]^B[[Yiy •••, YJ], then we have A^B. A is said
to be strongly w-power invariant if whenever B is a ring and ^[[Xj, •• ,-XΛ]]
^B[[Yiy •••, Yn]] under φ, then there exists a 5-automorρhism ψ of -B[[Yχ,
•••, YJ] such that <p(Xi)=ψ(Yi) for l^i^n. We first observe that if 4̂
is strongly w-power invariant and A[[Xiy >"y Xn]]^B[[Yiy •••, YJ] under 93,
there is a β-automorphism ψ of B[[Yiy —, YJ] such that 9>(Z, )=ψ(Y, ) for
ί^i^n and hence ψ " 1 ^ is an isomorphism of A[[Xiy •••,-X'J] onto
•••, YJ] satisfying ψ~ιφ{Xi)= Y, for l<^i<^n. Hence we have

Thus a strongly w-power invariant ring 4̂ is w-power invariant.

Theorem 4.*) A semisimple ring A {the Jacobson radical of A—(0)) is
strongly n-power invariant for any n.

Proof. Let B be a ring and let φ be an isomorphism of A[[Xiy •••, XnJ\

onto -B[[Yj, •••, YJ]. By Proposition 1 we have

* This result is essentially due to M.J. O'Malley [4],
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where i t e3f(B), b{j^By a^^A and B is (biy •••, δΛ)-adic complete. Let
=bi/+biJ1Y1-\ \-bijMYn+— for l^ij^n, where bi/ybijk<aB. Then by
Propositon 1

+φ(ain)φ{Xn)+

Ay*y*+ )(

Equating the coefficients of Y's we have

because the coefficients of Y's in φ{a)φ(X1)
il—φ(Xn)

iH(a^A9i1-\
belong to 3f(J3). Then it is immediate to see that the matrix (ίf y) is invertible.
Thus it follows from Theorem 2 that there exists a B-automorphism ψ of
B[[Y19 - , y j ] satisfying <p(Xt )=ψ(Y, ) for

Corollary. 4̂w affine domain A over a field is strongly n-power invariant
for any n.

Proof. By Hubert's Nullstellensatz we see that °$(A)=(0). Now our
assertion follows from Theorem 4.
From now on we exclusively consider local rings which may not be noetherian
(see [2], p. 13) and for such a ring A we denote the unique maximal ideal by

Theorem 5. Let A be a local ring which may not be noetherian and let
φ be an isomorphism of A[[Xlf •••, Xn]] onto B[[Y19 •••, Yn]]. Then we have the
following facts:

(1) B is a local ring which may not be noetherian.
(2) There is either a B-automorphism ψ of B[[Yίy ••-, YJ] satisfying

φ(^Xi)=ψ(Yi) for l^it^n, or A(resp. B) contains a local ring AJjesp. Bo) which
may not be noetherian and an element a^Sΰl(A) (resp. b^Ίfl(B)) such that a (resp.
b) is analytically independent over AQ(resp. Bo) and A=A0[[a]] (resp. B=B0[[b]]).

Proof. (1) It is obvious by Proposition 1.
(2) By Proposition 1 we can express

where αt e9JΪ(^4) and i t e9JΪ(2?) for l^i^n. Here A is (aiy •••, tfΛ)-adic complete
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and B is (b19 •••, iΛ)-adic complete. Let

We see that ί/ is in i, as is 0f e9Ji(-4). If the matrix

n bΛ9 •«• bΛi

(#)

Ki

is invertible, then it follows from Theorem 2 that there exists a B-automorphism
ψ of B[[Yiy •••, y j ] satisfying ^(Z,.)=αίr(y,) for l^i^n. To the contrary
we assume that matrix (#) is not invertible. From Proposition 1 we have

Comparing the coefficients of Y'ί we get

because the coefficients of Y's in
belong to 3Jl(J3). Thus we have

f * π " b12" . - bin"

, ίj

-V l-i

(mod. vUl(B)). By our assumption the matrix (#) is not invertible and so det

(*,7)<Ξ2JΪ(B). Since d e t ( δ , 7 - V ) Ξ d e t ( V O d e t ( & o ) ( m o d ^ ( β ) ) > w e m u s t h a v e

det(δ, y—bi/)^L^il{E) where δ o is the Kronecker's symbol. Hence there exists
a δ, yφ3Jl(jB). Then it is easy to see that the matrix

1

1)
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is invertible. Now we shall show that B is (i/)-adic complete. Let {ck} be
a Cauchy sequence in B under the (i/)-adic topology. Then there is a sub-
sequence {dk} of {cfc} such that <4—Σ^OΓA'" 7 for each k, where r ; GB. Let
fj=φ~\rj) and we set /=27-o^ y /y which is a well defined power series in
A[[X19"-,Xn]]y because A is («„ •••, αΛ)-adic complete. Then 9>(/)=Σ~-o
9j(^)>ry=Σ7.0ryVy+ίr in B * ^ , . . - , YΛ]], where J3* denotes the (i/)-adic
completion of i? and# has no constant term. Since φ(f)^B[[Y19 •••, YM]]% we
see that ΣT-/y*/ i e-β> that is> ί<4} converges in B and hence {c*} converges
in B. Together with i/e3Jί(iϊ), it follows from Theorem 2 that there exists a
jB-automorphism σ of #[[3^, •••, Yn]] such that σ(y y )=^(α, ) and σ(Yk)=Yfc

for Λφj, that is, φ(a{) is analytically independent over B[[Y19 •••, Yy.^ yy + 1,
..., y j ] and B[[y i f .-, y j ] ^ ^ , - , y y - , , ^ , ) , yy + 1, - , y j ] . We con-
sider the following sequence of ring homomorphisms:

AΛ A[Xlt -,xn]] SB[[yH - , yj] = B[[y,,.... y,_,,

where ι(a)=a for a^A, φ is the given isomorphism, τ(φ(ai))=φ(ai)-\-ty τ(Yk)
= Yk-{-t for kΦjy Φ'1 is the ismomorphism induced by φ~\ and v(Xi)=Q
for l ^ ί ^ w . We set p the composite of these homomorphisms. Then p
is a ring homomorphism of 4̂ into A[[t]] such that πρ(a)=a where π is the
homomorphism: Σ ^ ^ ^ ^ o Thus we can express p{a)=a+S1(a)t+82(a)t2-\—.

i

Thence {1, 819 δ2, •••} is a higher derivation on A by Lemma 1. Since p(α, )
=a{+t, we have δ 1(α ί)=l, δy(α, ) = 0 for j ^ 2 and by Lemma 2 we see that A
contains a subring Ao satisfying the properties: a{ is analytically independent
over Ao and ^4=^l0[[#,-]]. It is obvious that Ao is a local ring which may
not be noetherian. On the other hand

Xt = <p-

We set

Here a/ is in m(A), as is δ/e9Jl(.B). Thus
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Comparing the coefficients of Xrs we get

In the matrix notation

(a,-/') (α, , ) Ξ (δ,.,-«,./) (mod. m(A)).

Now we have dtt(φ-\blm))=det(alm") (mod. (X,, - , Xn)). Since
=9>"1(det(ό/OT)) and det(i/OT)e2Ji(.B) by our assumption, it is immediate to see
that det(aιm")G'ϊΰl(A). Thus the same argument as above implies that some
alm'$m(A) and we have A[[XU -,XJ[\=A\[X1,-,Xm-1, φ-\b,),Xm+ly- ,Xn]].
Then we see that B contains a subring Bo satisfying the properties: 6/ is an-
alytically independent over Bo and B=B0[[bι]]. Obviously Bo is a local ring
which may not be noteherian and our proof is now complete.

Theorem 6. Let A be a local ring which may not be noetherian. Then
we have only one of the fallowings:

(1) A is strongly n-power invariant far any n.
(2) A is isomorphic to a formal power series ring ^

Proof. We assume that A is not strongly w-power invariant for some n.
Then we have a ring B and an isomorphism φ: A[[Xiy •••, XM]]^B[[Y19 •••,
Yn]] such that there is never a J3-automorρhism ψ of S[[Fj, •••, Yn]] satisfying
φ(Xi)=ψ(Yi) for l^i^n. Now Theorem 5 implies that A must be isomor-
phic to a power series ring ^40[[X]]. Conversely it is easy to see that a power
series ring ^40[[X|] is not strongly w-power invariant for any n.

Thus a local ring which may not be noetherian can simply be called to be
stronly power invariant without reference to the number n of variables.

Corollary 1. An artinίan local ring is strongly power invariant.

Proof. An artinian local ring A is not isomorphic to a power series ring
and hence A is strongly power invariant.

Corollary 2. Let P be a point on an irreducible affine algebraic curve over
an algebraically closed field k and let A be the local ring of P. Then the following
conditions are equivalent'.

(1) P is a singular point.
(2) The completion A is strongly power invariant.

Proof. Let us suppose that P is non-singular. Then it is obvious that
A is isomorphic to the power series ring £[[X|] and hence by Theorem 6 A is
not strongly power invariant. Conversely we assume that A is not strongly
power invariant. Then it follows from Theorem 6 that A is isomorphic to a
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formal power series ring ^40[[X]]. Since A is reduced and dim Λ=l, Ao is
reduced and dim A0=0. Now it is immediate to show that A0^k and there-
fore As=ί&[[X|]. Hence P is non-singular.

Corollary 3. Let V be an irreducible affine varety over a field of character-
istic zero and let A be the local ring of a component of the singular locus of V.
Then the completion A is strongly power invariant.

Proof. If A is not strongly power invariant, A is isomorphic to a formal
power series ring ^40[[X]]. Then we can obtain a contradiction by the same
argument as that of Theorem 5 in [5].

Theorem 7. Let A be a complete local ring. Then A is strongly power
invariant if and only if the maximal ideal Sΰl(A) of A is differential.

Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 immediately.

Theorem 8**) A noetherian local ring is n-power invariant for any n.

Proof. Let A be a noetherian local ring. We shall prove our assertion
by induction on Krull dimension of A. If dim A=0, then A is strongly power
invariant by Corollary 1 of Theorem 6 and hence A is zz-power invariant for
any n according to the remark preceding to Theorem 4. Let us suppose dim
A>0. Let B be a ring and let A[[X» ~,X]]s*B[[Y19 - , Yn]] under φ. If
there exists a J3-automorphism ψ of £[[3^, •••, Yn]] such that φ(Xi)=ψ(^Yi)
for l^i^ny then A^B by the remark preceding to Theorem 4. Unless such
an automorphism exists, it follows from Theorem 5 that ^4(resp. B) is a power
series ring ^40[M] (resp. £0[[δ]]). Here Ao and Bo are local rings. Thus we
have an isomorphism A0[[a, Xiy •••, Xn]]^BQ[[b> Y19 •••, Yn]]. Since dim Ao

< dim A, our induction hypothesis means that Ao is w-power invariant for any
n. Hence we have A0^B0 and A=A0[[a]]^B0[[b]]=B, as desired.
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